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BasicPerfect to get started.

Free
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ProBest for power creators.
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EnterpriseFor companies seeking custom solutions and support.

Contact us







What's new

ProductFeatures
TimezonesWidgetsScheduling
Use cases
StartupsIndividualsRemote work


Login


25°C
25°C

Todos, email, calendar.
One and done.
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Happy Tuesday!
It's  10:10 AM and [image: ] windy 
in  Berlin.

You got 
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 2 emails and have 


Feedback
10:00
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 2 meetings today.


Enjoy [image: ] emails on mobile.
Schedule [image: ]with drag and drop.  Made for you.









Emails are closer than ever to your todos and calendar. No need to break up with your apps, just connect them. Like to miss meetings? Not with Amie in the menubar. Share your free slots with anyone you like.
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Amie has the features.
Both familiar and new.
Available on
Mac, iOS and Web

[image: ]NLP Scheduling

Schedule your todos using natural language, Amie understands you.

[image: ]Available on Pro

[image: ]Widgets

Birthdays, todos and schedules – only a glance away.
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[image: ]Multiple accounts

All your accounts, happily together in one place.
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[image: ]Pomodoro

Find the right balance between focus and breaks.


Audit iOS interactions
Add description


28:49s






[image: ]Timezones

Traveling? Amie helps you juggle multiple timezones so you can beat the jet lag.
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SchedulingWidgetsAccountsPomodoroTimezones




Download for free
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iOS
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macOS Silicon
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macOS Intel



We're a remote software company. Care for joy as much as productivity. See details as the baseline of quality. And we help people focus on what matters.
Amie in 2023
Everything we shipped in the last year
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